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Gucci's Chime for Change initiative has released its newest issue of its  digital zine focusing on gender equality.

Chime Zine Issue N.2 includes contributions from 16 artists, who touch on subjects such as women and girls with
disabilities, intersectional feminism, trans dating, refugees, female genital mutilation (FGM) and child marriage. It
also includes a spotlight on Japan, inspired by women of Bluestocking (Seito), Japan's first feminist literary journal.

"At Chime for Change, we want to see a future with complete gender equality," said Adam Eli, editor in chief of the
Chime Zine, in his editor's letter. "In a world filled with systemic discrimination, that goal feels daunting, but we
simply don't have time for fear or hesitation.

"Every day people are suffering and dying from gender-based violence and discrimination," he said. "We can't tell
you how to completely eradicate this, but we can absolutely give you some places to start.

"Change may start with a Chime but can only truly be achieved when we put aside our hesitation To Gather
Together."

Shining a light
The zine contains original feature articles and photographs from a diverse group of contributors, many of which
touch on heavy subjects.

Pieces include "Bumbling the Grey Area: Trans Dating" by Charlie Craggs and "Missing and Murdered Indigenous
Women: The Epidemic You've Never Heard Of" by Corrine Rice.

The spotlight zine includes essays, interviews and artwork related to feminism, gender and self-expression in
Japanese society.
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In September, Chime for Change partnered with the African American Policy Forum to debut a special edition of its
Chime Zine that advances a gender-inclusive narrative in the movement for Black lives.

Led by guest editor Kimberl Crenshaw, the issue featured the voices of Black women and calls on the global
community to join AAPF in their #SayHerName campaign (see story).

Chime for Change also announced it has provided resources to more than 80 grassroots women's organizations
around the world as part of its  #StandWithWomen initiative, which launched in May as a response to the coronavirus
pandemic (see story). Partners include the Global Fund for Women, Equality Now, Chayn Italia, Rosa Fund UK and
Ms. Foundation.
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